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ABSTRACT

Graphics processing units (GPUs) have become essential general-

purpose computing platforms to accelerate a wide range of work-

loads, such as deep learning, scientific, and high-performance com-

puting (HPC) applications. However, recent memory corruption

attacks, such as buffer overflow, exposed security vulnerabilities in

GPUs. We demonstrate that out-of-bounds writes are reproducible

on an Nvidia GPU, which can enable other security attacks.

We propose GPUShield, a hardware-software cooperative region-

based bounds-checkingmechanism, to improveGPUmemory safety

for global, local, and heap memory buffers. To achieve effective

protection, we update the GPU driver to assign a random but unique

ID to each buffer and local variable and store individual bounds

information in the bounds table allocated in the global memory.

The proposed hardware performs efficient bounds checking by

indexing the bounds table with unique IDs. We further reduce

the bounds-checking overhead by utilizing compile-time bounds

analysis, workgroup/warp-level bounds checking, and GPU-specific

address mode. Our performance evaluations show that GPUShield

incurs little performance degradation across 88 CUDA benchmarks

on the Nvidia GPU architecture and 17 OpenCL benchmarks on

the Intel GPU architecture with a marginal hardware overhead.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Graphics processing units (GPUs) were originally invented to speed

up graphics rendering, but the general-purpose adoption of GPUs

led to accelerating various application domainsÐcomputer vision,

computational finance, bio-molecular analysis [40], weather predic-

tion [44], and crypto-currency miningÐthanks to their enormous

high-throughput computing capability. Moreover, GPUs have re-

cently ignited the use of deep learning and artificial intelligence

(AI) models, and virtualized GPUs are used to accelerate these work-

loads in cloud platforms. Shared Virtual Memory (SVM) in OpenCL

2.0 [23] and Unified Memory (UM) in Nvidia CUDA 6 [50] were

introduced to improve data sharing between CPUs and GPUs in the

same system. Also, Nvidia recently announced Grace CPU [58] to

enable tighter integration between CPUs and GPUs via NVLink [51]

in data-centers to boost complex AI and HPC workloads. When

GPUs were used mainly for graphics in the past, they were con-

sidered passive, i.e., not too powerful to break system integrity.

However, with the broad adoption of GPUs and tighter integration

with CPUs, more GPU applications started to process sensitive and

private data, which led to increased security concerns on GPUs.

Re-steering the control flow by overwriting a function pointer

or return address, such as return-oriented program (ROP) [65]

and jump-oriented program (JOP) [8], is a well-known exploit to

compromise the system. By running a malicious gadget code on

an altered control flow path, attackers can collect sensitive data

or escalate the attacker’s privilege to the system administrator.

Recent work has shown that GPUs are also vulnerable to buffer

overflow attacks [12, 14, 47]. For example, research by Miele [45]

describes GPU attack scenarios in which the attacker manipulates

the function pointer by using a buffer overflow and successfully

forces the GPU kernel to execute the malicious function. The mind

control attack [61] leverages a buffer overflow attack to reduce the

prediction accuracy of machine learning workloads.

Researchers have proposed software-based GPU memory safety

mechanisms [13, 14] that use a compiler-generated canary [9] by

intercepting memory allocation functions to add secret bytes before

and after each buffer. After a kernel completes its execution, canary

bytes are checked to see if any write occurred. This approach incurs

little hardware overhead but cannot guarantee strong memory

safety because it cannot detect 1) illegal reads and 2) non-adjacent

out-of-bounds (OOB) reads and writes that jump over the canary

region. Buffer overflow detection tools [15, 31, 54, 63] also exist,

but their performance overhead is shown to be too high to be used

at runtime.
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Various hardware-based memory safety mechanisms exist for

CPUs [11, 21, 22, 35, 38, 48, 59, 78], but no such mechanism exists

for GPUs to the best of our knowledge. Any hardware mechanism

should not increase memory traffic. Otherwise, it will incur severe

performance degradation due to the massively parallel execution

capability of GPUs. Thus, our primary goal is to implement an

efficient memory safety mechanism by utilizing the GPU’s unique

programming and execution models. Originated from traditional

graphics programming models, GPU programming models adopt

disciplined memory regionsÐglobal, local, heap, texture, and con-

stant memoryÐand several addressing modes. To better use mas-

sively parallel hardware, the GPU programming model enforces

the limited usage of memory buffers. All globally visible mem-

ory buffers used by a GPU kernel must be specified in the kernel

argument, and dynamic memory allocations are rarely used. Conse-

quently, a GPU kernel maintains only a few memory buffers during

its execution.

In this paper, we propose GPUShield, which implements a region-

based bounds-checking mechanism to improve GPUmemory safety.

We maintain the bounds information of each buffer in a newly

introduced per-kernel Region Bounds Table (RBT). We modify the

GPU driver such that it assigns a random but unique ID to each

buffer and local variable and sets up RBT upon a GPU kernel launch.

Also, the driver embeds the encrypted buffer ID in the unused

upper bits of the buffer base address pointers. This pointer-tagging

approach [21, 22, 35, 38, 78] is lightweight and efficient since it

removes the need for bounds propagation and does not require any

hardware changes.

We extend the memory system similar to a CPU-based mecha-

nism, AOS [35], to perform hardware-based bounds checking. How-

ever, we cannot adopt the CPU mechanism directly because of its

performance overhead. GPUs have too many memory operations,

leaving little room for extra memory operations needed for bounds

checking. Hence, we introduce the following three techniques. First,

we perform bounds checking per workgroup/warp/wave-front, not

per individual thread, by computing the minimum and maximum

address range from all threads in a workgroup. Second, we perform

compiler-based static analysis to effectively reduce the number

of runtime bounds checking. Third, we leverage a GPU-specific

memory addressing mode to embed the bounds information in eli-

gible memory operations, eliminating the need for explicit bounds

accesses in the GPU memory hierarchy.

The contributions of our paper are as follows:

◦ We propose GPUShield, a region-based bounds-checking mecha-

nism, to provide spatial memory safety for GPUs. To the best of

our knowledge, GPUShield is the first hardware-based bounds-

checking proposal for GPUs.

◦ We show that out-of-bounds writes are exploitable to incur mem-

ory corruption and are observable by the CPU under the CUDA

SVM environment running on an Nvidia GPU.

◦ We utilize the unique GPU programming and memory models

to reduce the overhead of bounds-checking mechanisms. Also,

compiler-based static analysis can reduce the number of run-

time bounds checking. As a result, GPUShield incurs negligible

runtime overhead across 88 Nvidia CUDA and 17 Intel OpenCL

benchmarks with low hardware overhead.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 GPU Execution and Memory Models

GPUs maintain their high-throughput capability via massively par-

allel hardware and a hierarchical execution model. A GPU com-

prises multiple shader cores, each of which has multiple processing

elements (PEs). The total amount of work is defined as a multi-

dimensional compute domain. Each element in the domain is called

a workitem (or a CUDA thread). Multiple workitems form a work-

group (or a CUDA thread block), and each workgroup can be sched-

uled to any core, while all workitems in the same workgroup will be

scheduled to the same core. A workgroup is split into multiple sub-

workgroups (or CUDA warps), the basic scheduling unit in a core

for execution. Thus, the number of workitems in a sub-workgroup

usually matches the number of PEs in a core.

A GPU uses the Single Instruction Multiple Threads (SIMT) exe-

cutionmodel, i.e., all workitems in a sub-workgroupwill execute the

same instruction. Some workitems can be individually masked to

skip execution mostly due to branch divergence. A sub-workgroup

executes instructions in order. When a sub-workgroup encounters

a long latency instruction, such as memory loads, the scheduler will

switch to the next available sub-workgroup. In this way, GPUs can

hide execution latency with their thread-level parallelism (TLP).

Typical GPU programming models adopt various memory types

to improve memory latency and bandwidth. Most memory buffers

are placed in globally visible memory upon a kernel launch. Thread-

local variables reside in registers. Arrays that are too large or arrays

with dynamic indices will be placed in local memory, which resides

in costly device memory. Some data used by a workgroup can be

brought into shared memory to avoid expensive global memory

accesses. Some read-only buffers can utilize constant and texture

memory. GPUs also employ a multi-level cache hierarchy.

Recent Nvidia GPUs [57] support dynamic memory allocation,

while OpenCL has not supported that feature yet. Dynamically

allocated buffers reside in the device’s heap memory and are mainly

used to store per-workitem intermediate results. The heap mem-

ory is persistent during the lifetime of a GPU context and shared

between the kernels in the same GPU context. However, the per-

formance overhead of dynamic allocation is significant because

massive threads allocate the memory buffers in parallel.

Earlier GPU programming models used a host-accelerator com-

puting model that required programmers to explicitly transfer data

from/to the host processor. To reduce the programmer’s burden,

recent GPUs have adopted SVM, which allows the CPU and GPU

to efficiently share their virtual memory space [1, 23, 52, 53]. In

an integrated GPU, SVM can share even physical memory space.

However, in a discrete GPU, SVM (or UM in CUDA) provides au-

tomatic data migration via demand paging by the GPU driver’s

page fault handler and the Input Output Memory Management

Unit (IOMMU) [5, 19, 34, 66].

GPUs use a disciplined memory model [37] with a linear memory

space (in one or more dimensions) that is 1) explicitly passed as

kernel input arguments or 2) defined as GPU device memory. Pro-

grammers need to provide detailed informationÐsize and read-only

attributeÐabout memory buffers. Unlike CPU memory objects that

can be freely allocated and deallocated at runtime, GPU memory

buffers are usually allocated before a kernel launch and deallocated
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Figure 1: The distribution of the number of buffers in GPU

benchmark suites (max: 34, avg: 6.5).

/* Method A. Binding table + offset:
vaddr = BindingTable[BTI].base + offset */

LD dst , offset , BTI

/* Method B. Full virtual address: vaddr = src */

LD dst , src

/* Method C. Base address + offset: vaddr = base + offset */

LD dst , base , offset

Figure 2: GPU memory addressing methods.

after kernel completion. This memory model inevitably limits the

number of buffers used in a GPU kernel. For example, in OpenCL

2.0 [32], the number of kernel arguments is limited to 128 in a 64-bit

system, but a CPU program may spawn millions of memory objects.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the number of memory buffers in

145 GPU benchmarks across 13 suites. Most benchmarks use fewer

than 10 buffers, and only five use more than 20.

2.2 Memory Addressing in GPU

GPUs use similar memory addressing methods to CPUs but have a

unique addressing mode that utilizes graphics structures. Figure 2

shows three addressing methods used by GPUs: A) binding table

(BT) indirect access, B) a 32-bit or a 64-bit virtual address, and C) a

base address with an offset.

The first method uses a BT to store various buffer information,

such as the base address and the size. This method is specific to

graphics, where the BT efficiently shares various objectsÐtextures

and buffersÐacross pipeline stages [24, 71]. Methods B and C are

commonly used in CPU programming models. All addresses are

computed using the base address of a memory region and an offset.

Methods A and C are similar except that the base address is stored

in BT or in the register.

We compare how GPUs use different addressing modes using a

vector add kernel code written in OpenCL, as shown in Figure 3.

Intel GPUs have four addressing models: Binding Table State (BTS),

Shared Local Memory (SLM), and 32/64-bit Stateless models [26].

The BTS model (Method A) uses a 256-entry BT. Intel GPUs use

the send instruction to access the memory [25, 27]. The GPU driver

assigns buffer IDs based on the order specified in kernel arguments,

e.g., a:0, b:1, and c:2 in Figure 3a. Each send instruction has amessage

descriptor (fourth operand), and the eight least significant bits (LSB)

1 void add(global int *a, global int *b, global int *c)

2 {

3 int id = (int)get_global_id (0);

4 c[id] = a[id] + b[id];

5 }

(a) Vector addition kernel example code.

1 send r20:w r16 0xC 0x04205E00 // &a + r16

2 add r32.0<1>:d r12.0<8;8,1>:d r9.2<0;1,0>:d

3 send r28:w r24 0xC 0x04205E01 // &b + r24

4 send r22:w r18 0xC 0x04205E00 // &a + r18

5 send r30:w r26 0xC 0x04205E01 // &b + r26

6 ...

7 sends null:w r32 r20 0x8C 0x04025E02 // [&c+r32] = r20

8 sends null:w r34 r22 0x8C 0x04025E02 // [&c+r34] = r22

(b) Intel assembly code.

1 s_load_dwordx4 s[0:3], s[6:7], 0x0

2 s_load_dwordx4 s[12:15] , s[6:7], 0x10

3 ...

4 v_add_co_u32_e32 v2, vcc , s0, v0 // v0: thread ID

5 v_addc_co_u32_e32 v3, vcc , v3, v1, vcc

6 global_load_dword v4, v[2:3], off

7 v_mov_b32_e32 v3, s3

8 v_add_co_u32_e32 v2, vcc , s2, v0

9 v_addc_co_u32_e32 v3, vcc , v3, v1, vcc

10 global_load_dword v2, v[2:3], off

(c) AMD assembly code.

1 MOV R1, c[0x0][0x28]

2 S2R R6, SR_CTAID.X

3 MOV R7, 0x4

4 S2R R3, SR_TID.X

5 IMAD R6, R6, c[0x0][0x0], R3

6 IMAD.WIDE R2, R6, R7, c[0x0][0 x168] //c[0x0][0 x168] = &b

7 LDG.E.SYS R2, [R2]

8 IMAD.WIDE R4, R2, R7, c[0x0][0 x160] //c[0x0][0 x160] = &a

9 LDG.E.SYS R5, [R4]

10 ...

11 IMAD.WIDE R6, R6, R7, c[0x0][0 x170] //c[0x0][0 x170] = &c

12 STG.E.SYS [R6], R9

(d) Nvidia assembly code.

Figure 3: Vector add code by various GPUs. Memory accesses

are highlighted, with emphasis on BTIs and source registers.

of the message descriptor are a binding table index (BTI) to index

BT to fetch the base address. For example, send instructions in lines

1 and 4 in Figure 3b access the buffer ID 0, which is a. Then, the

buffer address is computed with the memory offset stored in one of

the source registers.

AMD GPUs do not use BT and mainly use Methods B and C [3].

They have 32-bit scalar registers that are shared by a sub-workgroup

and per-thread 32-bit vector registers. The GPU driver allocates a

memory segment for kernel arguments and stores the segment ad-

dress in one of the scalar registers. For example, in Figure 3c, s[6:7]

stores the address of the kernel argument segment. s_load_dwordx4

in line 1 loads the base addresses of a (at offset 0x0) and b (at offset

0x8) in s[0:1] and s[2:3], respectively. Per-thread offset is added

to the base address, and Method B is used in lines 6 and 10.

Nvidia GPUs mainly use Method B, but Method C is often used

for texture and surface memory [56]. Kernel arguments are stored in

constant memory. For example, c[0][0x160] stores the base address

of a, and the per-thread offset is added to access a[id], as shown

in line 9 in Figure 3d.
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1 __global__ void kernel_overflow(int * A, int *B)

2 {

3 // Case 1. OOB within a 512B boundary: suppressed

4 A[0x10] = 0xBAD;

5 // Case 2. OOB within a 2MB boundary: overflow

6 A[0x80] = 0xBAD;

7 // Case 3. OOB crossing a 2MB boundary: kernel aborted

8 A[0 x80000] = 0xBAD;

9 }

10

11 void main()

12 {

13 int *A, *B; // each buffer is 512B aligned.

14 cudaMallocManaged (&A, sizeof(int)*0x10);

15 cudaMallocManaged (&B, sizeof(int)*0x10);

16 kernel_overflow <<<1,1>>>(A,B);

17 cudaDeviceSynchronize ();

18 }

Figure 4: SVM buffer overflow examples on Nvidia CUDA. All

buffers are allocated in consecutive 512B-aligned addresses.

3 GPU SECURITY

3.1 Memory Safety in GPUs

GPUs have become a major computing component, but the security

measure is not as high as in CPUs. GPUs have been considered iso-

lated and incapable of affecting the system since IOMMU manages

confined device memory regions and prevents illegal access from a

device I/O bus. However, their general-purpose adoption and tighter

integration with CPUs in the same system, thanks to SVM, led GPU

applications to process security-critical information, such as en-

cryption keys and photographs. Recent studies [39, 43, 79] show

that IOMMU-based isolation can be compromised by an attacker-

controlled peripheral device, allowing it full access to the entire

physical memory.

Among existing GPU vulnerabilities, we focus on memory safety

because of its significant impact on systems. Arguably, memory

safety vulnerabilities are one of the major threats to modern com-

puter systems. Recent reports [17, 46] show that over 70% of all

security issues addressed in the industry stemmed from memory

safety violations. Also, prior studies reveal that most of the ex-

isting memory safety errors are exploitable in GPUs. Miele [45]

presented that buffer overflows are feasible in Nvidia CUDA GPUs

for statically (in the stack) and dynamically (in the heap) allocated

buffers.1 Di et al. [12] showed that stack overflow could influence

the execution of other threads, and integer and function pointer

overflow in a C/C++ struct data type is exploitable on GPUs. Re-

cently, the mind control attack [61] demonstrated a practical attack

on the deep learning frameworks by leveraging the buffer overflow

vulnerabilities in GPU kernels to achieve arbitrary code execution,

degrading the prediction accuracy of ML applications.

SVM buffers are also exploitable by overflow attacks. Figure 4

shows an example code that performs out-of-bounds writes. We

identify that these illicit writes can be easily performed on an Nvidia

CUDA GPU under the SVM environment with CPUs. We find that

1) out-of-bounds writes within a 512B boundary are suppressed,

i.e., no side effect, because of a default 512B address alignment, 2)

out-of-bounds writes within a 2MB memory are allowed, and 3)

1Unlike CPU stack, a GPU stack in Nvidia CUDA GPUs resides in the off-chip local
memory. A heap memory is allocated in the global memory.

Table 1: GPU memory types and their vulnerabilities.

Type Scope Location
Overflow

Possibility

Register Thread On-chip No

Local (stack) Thread Off-chip Yes [12, 45, 61]

Shared Workgroup On-chip Yes

Global Application Off-chip Yes [14, 61]

Heap Application Off-chip Yes [12, 13, 45, 62]

Constant Application Off-chip No (read only)

Texture/Surface Application Off-chip No (read only)

SVM Application Off-chip Yes

accesses crossing their 2MB boundary result in a kernel abortion

with an illegal memory access error. Given that Nvidia GPUs use

a 2MB-size page, we speculate that they use a 2MB-granularity

protection scheme. Out-of-bounds writes are observable from the

CPU side and can be used as a basis for other security attacks.

Table 1 summarizes different GPU memory types and their

known vulnerabilities. Unlike vulnerabilities in othermemory types,

access violations in the local memory occur between different lo-

cal variables within the same thread, and one thread cannot access

another thread’s variable. This is because each local variable is

organized in the local memory such that consecutive threads ac-

cess consecutive 32-bit words, i.e., the same local variable from

consecutive threads will reside in spatially adjacent memory [57].

The effective address is computed using the base address of a local

variable and an index, which is a function of a thread-id.

3.2 Threat Model

We assume that adversaries can attack GPU kernels by injecting ma-

licious inputs to invoke buffer overflow and perform illegal accesses

to a victim kernel’s memory regions. We do not limit the platforms

on which GPU programs are executed. Thus, victim kernels can run

on a personal desktop, data-center, or cloud environment, where

clients or residents may simultaneously request multiple jobs that

invoke GPU kernels on the shared GPUs. We assume that target

GPU binaries are owned by victims, and native binary forging is

prohibited by typical access control policies in operating systems

(OSes). We also assume that the GPU driver is trustworthy using

a kernel module signing facility [41]. Also, GPU hardware com-

ponents are considered reliable. Hence, we consider the side- and

covert-channel attacks that use resource contentions on hardware

units [28, 29] or measure power consumption activity [42] out of

the scope of this paper.

4 PRIOR ART ON CPU MEMORY SAFETY

Various CPU mechanisms have been proposed to secure computer

systems against memory corruption attacks. Although software

mechanisms typically provide strong safety, their significant perfor-

mance overhead hinders their adoption as a runtime solution. We

consider only hardware-based mechanisms since we aim to devise

a low-overhead runtime GPU defense mechanism. In this section,

we group these mechanisms into three categories and detail each

category. Then, we describe the requirements for the GPU memory

safety mechanisms to be practical.
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Table 2: Comparing GPUShield with previous memory safety mechanisms.

Mechanism Unit Protection
No Register

Extensions

No Duplicated

Memory usage

No Extra

Check Ops

Bandwidth

Increase

Perf.

Overhead

REST [67] CPU Canary ✓ ✓ - Low

Califorms [64] CPU Canary ✓ ✓ ✓ - Low

ARM MTE [4], SPARC ADI [60] CPU Tag ✓ ✓ ✓ - Low

Intel MPX [59] CPU Bounds checking ✓ High High

HardBound [11], Watchdog [48] CPU Bounds checking High Moderate

CHERI [74ś76]a CPU Bounds checking ✓ ✓ High Moderate

In-Fat Pointer [78] CPU Bounds checking ✓ ✓ High Moderate

AOS [35] CPU Bounds checking ✓ ✓ ✓ High Moderate

No-Fat [21] CPU Bounds checking ✓ ✓ ✓ - Low

C3 [38] CPU Bounds checking ✓ ✓ ✓ - Low

clArmor [14], GMOD [13] GPU Canary ✓ ✓ ✓ - High

CUDA-MEMCHECK [54] GPU Bounds checking ✓ ✓ High High

GPUShield GPU Bounds checking ✓ ✓ ✓ Low Low

aCHERI capability models support other security features, such as highly scalable software compartmentalization.

4.1 Canary-based Protection

This class inserts a canary, i.e., secret bytes, around objects to pro-

tect. Access to a canary is considered malicious. REST [67] embeds

random tokens into programs and detects illegal accesses by having

a token detector at the cache hierarchy. Califorms [64] enhances

security by providing intra-object protection while alleviating mem-

ory overhead by utilizing padding bytes inserted for address align-

ment. This class achieves low performance overhead but has limited

security coverage since non-adjacent accesses jumping over canary

bytes cannot be detected.

Recent software-based proposals for GPUs [10, 13, 14] belong to

this category. clArmor [14] intercepts OpenCL malloc calls to add

a canary around allocated buffers. After a kernel finishes, it checks

the canary to detect any bytes written beyond each buffer region.

GMOD [13] runs concurrent guard threads that regularly moni-

tor buffer overflows. However, in addition to their weak security

guarantee, instantaneous error detection is difficult to achieve.

4.2 Memory Tagging

This approach places tags into pointers and enforces tag checking

upon each pointer dereferencing. A memory access is allowed only

when a pointer’s tag matches that of the memory region being

accessed. For example, Arm Memory Tagging Extension (MTE) [4]

embeds a 4-bit tag into a pointer and associates it with a memory

region pointed to by the pointer. Even though memory tagging

approaches [4, 60] typically incur a marginal slowdown, the limited

size of tag bits reduces the security coverage because of a high

probability of false positives. Having more tag bits can enhance the

security level, but it requires extensions of all relevant hardware

units, such as tag cache, tag checker, and cache metadata.

4.3 Bounds Checking

Bounds-checking mechanisms provide the strongest security guar-

antees. Intel MPX [59] associates bounds information with pointers

and enforces bounds checking for memory accesses, but it incurs

significant performance overhead due to bounds propagation and

hierarchical bounds addressing. Some proposals [11, 48, 74ś76] im-

plement a hardware-assisted fat pointer, where a pointer includes

bounds and permission metadata. Such an implementation requires

register extensions (up to 256 bits) to hold metadata. On the other

hand, to maintain pointer metadata in memory, HardBound [11]

and Watchdog [48] implement shadow memory that mirrors allo-

cated memory pages in a program and stores metadata in locations

mapped to pointers’ addresses.

Pointer tagging mechanisms [21, 22, 35, 38, 78] place a pointer

tag in unused upper bits of pointers and use the tag to look up

object metadata in memory or perform an object-based tag match.

AOS [35] stores secret keys, instead of metadata, in the unused up-

per bits of pointers to avoid register extension and shadow memory.

AOS uses the keys to index a bounds table stored in memory. It also

develops microarchitectural extensions to eliminate explicit bounds-

checking instructions. In-Fat pointer [78] stores object metadata

along with in-memory type metadata and guarantees sub-object

granularity protection. No-FAT [21] utilizes a binning allocator to

expose memory allocation size to the architectural state and per-

forms bounds checking using the implicit allocation bounds. For

temporal safety, No-FAT places a pointer tag in the top bits of a

pointer and verifies it upon a memory access. C3 [38] proposes

a stateless memory-safety technique with a radix-bound pointer

encoding scheme, removing the need for additional metadata.

4.4 Challenges in GPU Memory Safety

We compare the hardware-based mechanisms mentioned above in

Table 2, in terms of hardware requirements, bandwidth increase,

and performance overhead, with other software-based GPU mecha-

nisms [13, 14]. Any practical memory safety mechanism for GPUs

needs the following requirements. First, extending registers, as in

some bounds-checking mechanisms [11, 48, 74ś76], is not accept-

able. Recent GPUs maintain huge register files to allow a massive

number of concurrently running threads. For example, Nvidia Am-

pere GPU has a 256KB register file per core [55]. Extending already

enormous register files can incur significant hardware overhead.
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Figure 5: System overview of GPUShield.

Second, GPU applications demand much higher memory band-

width than CPU applications, so cache and memory bandwidth

consumption have to be carefully managed. If a bounds-metadata

access increases bandwidth usage, this will lead to significant per-

formance loss due to massively parallel GPU computing capability.

Third, attacks become more sophisticated, so safety mechanisms

with high coverage, such as memory tagging and bounds checking,

are preferred to canary mechanisms.

All things considered, we aim to devise an efficient hardware-

based GPU bounds-checkingmechanism (for higher coverage) with-

out using a fat pointer (for less hardware overhead) or shadow

memory (for bandwidth savings).

5 GPUSHIELD

5.1 System Overview

Figure 5 shows the system overview. We maintain bounds metadata

for each global buffer, local variable, and the entire heap memory.

The metadata is stored in the newly introduced RBT (ğ5.2.3) in

the GPU global memory, which is indexed by the buffer ID. The

compiler statically analyzes all memory pointers in an application

to identify the associated buffer and their types (ğ5.3). The compiler

also performs static bounds checking for simple access types to

filter out unnecessary runtime bounds checking (ğ5.3). Findings

are stored in a bounds-analysis table (BAT) and passed to the GPU

driver (ğ5.4), which assigns a random but unique ID for each buffer

and embeds the encrypted ID in the pointer that holds the buffer

base address. The driver also initializes the RBT.

1 struct Bounds {

2 /* valid and readonly fields are physically stored in

the upper bit of base_addr */

3 //bool valid , readonly;

4 uint64_t base_addr; // 48-bit virtual address

5 uint32_t size;

6 };

Figure 6: Bounds metadata format.

When a sub-workgroup executes a memory instruction, we per-

form bounds checking in a new microarchitectural structure, the

bounds-checking unit (BCU) (ğ5.5), located next to the load-store

unit (LSU). The BCU comprises RBT cache (RCache) hierarchy and

address range comparison logic.

5.2 Region-based GPU Bounds Checking

5.2.1 Protection Coverage. GPUShield implements efficient region-

based bounds checking to protect the following GPUmemory types:

1) host-allocated buffers that are passed as kernel arguments, 2)

local variables, and 3) the entire heap memory chunk. As explained

in Section 2.1, a GPU kernel can support up to 128 kernel arguments,

so we need to maintain at most 128 entries in the bounds table for

host-allocated buffers. In addition, we treat each local variable (i.e.,

kernel variables allocated in the local memory) as a separate buffer.

Note that a kernel cannot maintain toomany local variables because

1) local memory has a size limitation (512KB per thread), and 2)

the size of constant memory that stores the base addresses of local

variables is also limited (64KB shared by all threads).

For the heap memory, we adopt coarser grain protection. Recent

Nvidia GPUs support each thread to allocate buffers at runtime,

but the performance overhead of dynamic allocation would be sig-

nificant when numerous threads allocate the memory buffers in

parallel.2 In this case, the number of dynamic buffers can be enor-

mous, considering that a GPU can support numerous concurrent

threads. The size of each dynamic buffer can vary for each thread,

so protecting individual dynamic buffers in the heap memory is

practically infeasible. For heap protection, we treat the entire heap

memory as a buffer and maintain its bounds information in a single

entry in the bounds table. The maximum size of the heap memory

is preset by using the cudaDeviceSetLimit function with argument

cudaLimitMallocHeapSize before a context creation.

5.2.2 Bounds Metadata. We maintain per-buffer bounds metadata,

as shown in Figure 6. The base_addr stores the 48-bit3 base address

of a buffer whose size is stored in the 32-bit size. The valid and

readonly fields are 1-bit each and embedded in the base_addr. Each

buffer has a unique ID, assigned by the GPU driver.

5.2.3 Region Bounds Table. We store the bounds metadata of each

buffer in a newly introduced per-kernel RBT. Since a GPU kernel

uses a few buffers (6.5 buffers on average in Figure 1), a small-size

2We have conducted a study of GPU dynamic memory allocation and discovered that
the performance overhead of using CUDA built-in malloc() ranges from a 4.9 to
63.7× slowdown. We use Nvidia RTX2080 with the following parameters: blocks per
grid: 1K to 16K, threads per block: 1024, buffer size: 16 bytes.
3The size of the virtual address (VA) depends on the host CPU and the compute
capability for Nvidia GPUs, e.g., 40-bit (Maxwell) and 47-bit (Pascal) under x86-64 [57].
Regardless, our mechanism can apply to different VA sizes.
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Figure 7: Pointer types used by GPUShield.

RBT can cover all bounds metadata. RBT is a 16384-entry direct-

mapped structure indexed by a 14-bit buffer ID. The GPU driver

allocates and updates RBT in the GPU global memory space upon

a kernel launch (ğ5.4).

5.2.4 Embedded Metadata in Pointer. To access bounds metadata,

inspired by pointer tagging [21, 22, 35, 38, 78], we use unused upper

bits in the memory address to store a buffer ID. In this way, we can

remove the need for hardware extension to store buffer IDs, and the

embedded buffer ID will be propagated with any pointer arithmetic

instruction and later used for bounds checking. This approach is

less intrusive than extending pointers or registers to store bounds

metadata.

However, the pointer value is not naturally protected, so pointer

forging attacks can exploit this method. Since the GPU driver as-

signs buffer IDs in ascending order based on the kernel argument

order, GPUShield can be vulnerable against pointer forging if we

use the originally assigned IDs. Considering only a smaller number

of buffers (at most 34 buffers, as shown in Figure 1) with their IDs

known from the source code, an attacker can maneuver the ID in a

pointer to exercise an illegal write to the victim’s benign buffer. To

prevent this forging attack, we assign a 14-bit random but unique

ID to each buffer.

Using random buffer IDs can obfuscate attackers but is still vul-

nerable since the original ID is exposed in the pointer. If the same

kernel runs multiple times, an attacker can infer metadata em-

bedded in pointers. Against this attack, we encrypt buffer IDs be-

fore storing them in pointers using the per-kernel encryption key.

Without knowing the encryption key, attack attempts will lead to

incorrect RBT access, resulting in bounds-checking failures and

subsequent faults. Note that a new encryption key will be used for

each kernel launch.

5.2.5 Pointer Formats. GPUShield uses three pointer types, shown

in Figure 7. The two most significant bits (the C field) indicate the

type of pointer, and the remaining 14 bits hold bounds informa-

tion. When C is 0, which is set after compiler-based static analysis

(ğ5.3), bounds checking will not be performed. When C is 1, this

indicates that the pointer uses Method B addressing mode (full

virtual address) in Figure 2, and the encrypted buffer ID is stored in

the pointer. When C is 2, the pointer uses an optimized addressing

Method C (base address with an offset) with the embedded buffer

size information, which is explained in Section 5.3.3.

1 store i32 * %a, i32 * %a.addr, align 8

2 %call = call i64 @_Z13get_global_idj(i32 0) #4

3 %conv = trunc i64 %call to i32

4 store i32 %conv , i32* %id, align 4

5 %0 = load i32 *, i32 * %a.addr, align 8

6 %idxprom = load i32 , i32 * %id, align 4

7 %arrayidx = getelementptr inbounds i32 ,i32*%0,i32 %idxprom

(a) LLVM IR example.
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Figure 8: LLVM-based static bounds checking.

5.3 Compiler-based Static Analysis

We analyze all memory pointers by using the LLVM compiler frame-

work [36] to identify the pointer type and perform static bounds

checking.

5.3.1 Pointer Type Identification. The compiler first identifies the

type of each pointer, i.e., which memory it will access. In particu-

lar, we aim to identify pointers that access global memory (host-

allocated buffers and dynamic memory) and local memory.

5.3.2 Static Bounds Checking. Figure 8 shows how we perform the

analysis using an LLVM intermediate representation (IR) example.

To identify the pointers for which bounds checking can be done

at compile-time, we perform a data-flow analysis. First, we look

for GetElementPtr (GEP) instructions, which indicate the address of

memory operations. A GEP instruction (line 7 in Figure 8a) requires

one destination (%arrayidx) and two source operands, a base address

(%0) and an index (%idxprom). From this instruction, we construct

an operand tree. We search the producer (dependent) instructions

of all operands through the instruction dependency chain. In this

way, we can find the base address (%a.addr in line 1) of the GEP

instruction.

Then, we perform reverse traversal on the operand tree from the

leaf node to the root. At this time, we try to fill the value of the

operand, which we can identify from the host code analysis or the

given maximum value. For example, the maximum return value of

get_global_id function in line 2 is CL_DEVICE_MAX_WORK_GROUP_SIZE.

When the search reaches the root node, i.e., one of the operands

of GEP, we perform bounds checking if the value can statically be

known. Otherwise, we rely on dynamic bounds checking.
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Figure 9: GPUShield operation flow.

After the static bounds checking is completed, we log the findings

(pointer types) in the bounds-analysis table (see Section 5.4). We

report overflow errors to the user immediately after this step. For

pointers whose bounds checkingwas successfully done, we set them

to Type 1 (see Figure 7) to avoid runtime bounds checking. Other

pointers will become Type 2. Finally, the binary-format bounds-

analysis table is attached to the binary and later used by the GPU

driver upon kernel launch.

5.3.3 Optimization. We can optimize the Method C addressing in

Figure 2 to bypass RBT accesses. Instead of a buffer ID, we embed

the buffer size in a pointer and compare the address offset with the

embedded size. If the offset is negative or exceeds the size, these

are out-of-bounds memory accesses.

However, naïvely storing the size limits this optimization to

buffers whose size is less than 16KB. Instead, we can enforce all

buffers to always be alignedwith the power-of-two byte address and

extend support for any buffer sizes using log2 of the size. When the

buffer size is not the power-of-two, we can add padding bytes until

the next power-of-two address. Thus, this approach inevitably in-

cursmemory fragmentation. This optimization is similar to Guarded

Pointer [6], but we can add a canary in the padding bytes [13, 14]

to detect out-of-bounds writes to this region after the kernel execu-

tion, enabling a capability-based addressing [6, 16, 75] for this type

of pointer without extending pointers and registers.

It is worth noting that we can rarely find addressing Method C

from the analysis, except for Intel GPUs. As explained in Section 2.2,

Method A (send instructions) will be the same asMethod C if we can

use registers, instead of BT, to store the base address. Consequently,

we make these pointers Type 3.

5.4 Kernel Setup by GPU Driver

The GPU driver is responsible for setting up GPU kernels upon

their launch. Figure 9 depicts the overall procedure of how the

GPU driver obtains information from the compiler and sets up GPU

kernels in GPUShield.

The GPU driver uses the bounds-analysis table that is attached

in the binary from the compiler analysis for bounds checking. The

GPU driver also allocates RBT in the GPU memory and copies

bounds metadata into RBT. To prevent illegal accesses to RBT from

different kernels, the driver stores the physical address of RBT for

1 void Memory::UpdateBnds(Device *pDevice, uint64_t base, int sz,
bool ronly)

2 {

3 int id = assign_buffer_id ();

4 m_RBT[id]. base_addr = (base | (1<<63) | (ronly <<62));

5 m_RBT[id].size = sz;

6 pDevice ->VkInstance ()->PalPlatform ()->updateBnds(m_RBT

);

7 }

8

9 // AMD OpenSource Vulkan Driver

10 VkResult Memory :: Memory (...)

11 {

12 ...

13 m_RBT = new Bounds[16384];

14 // Allocate Bound table data on GPU Memory

15 Pal::GpuMemoryResourceBoundTableData(m_RBT);

16 ...

17 }

18

19 VkResult Memory :: Create(Device * pDevice ,

VkMemoryAllocateInfo* pAllocInfo , ...)

20 {

21 createInfo.size = pAllocInfo ->allocationSize;

22 // allocate physical memory in Driver

23 CreateGpuMemory (..., creatInfo , &pMemory);

24 ...

25 // Generate per -kernel key

26 uint64_t kernel_secret_key = key_generation();

27 uint64_t kernel_secret_id = id_generation();

28 ...

29 // Update the Bounds Table

30 UpdateBnds(pDevice, pMemory->base, pMemory->m_size, 1)

31 ...

32 }

Figure 10: GPU kernel driver code example to set up RBT.

all cores the kernel will be running on and makes the correspond-

ing pages inaccessible. RBT accesses in GPU cores will bypass the

address translation, while all other normal accesses require the

translation and fail if they try to access RBT because of the permis-

sion.

The driver assigns a random but unique ID to each buffer and

local variable and embeds it in the pointer that holds the base

address, for example, constant memory (Nvidia) or registers (AMD),

as explained in Section 2.2. Because of security concerns, we encrypt

the ID before embedding it (see Section 5.2.4). The encryption

key will be stored in the GPU cores to decrypt buffer IDs before

performing bounds checking. For the heap memory, the driver

assigns the ID and allocates a single entry in RBT. Upon dynamic

buffer allocations, this preassigned ID will be embedded into the

pointer. Figure 10 shows how to set up RBT using AMD opensource

Vulkan driver [2].4 The Memory::create function is called to set up

the GPU device memory.

5.5 Bounds-Checking Unit

We introduce a newmicroarchitectural structure, the bounds-checking

unit (BCU), to perform bounds checking. The BCU is located next

to the load-store unit (LSU) and comprises the RBT cache (RCache)

hierarchy, address gathering unit, and address range checking logic.

4We choose AMD’s Vulkan driver source code as the base platform to explain how a
GPU driver can be modified since it is the latest open-source GPU driver. Both Intel
and Nvidia do not release their driver source code.
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Figure 11: Number of 4KB pages per buffer in Rodinia suite.

For efficient bounds checking, we introduce the RCache hierar-

chy next to the L1 data cache. Storing all bounds metadata in the

L1 data cache only costs several cache lines, but this will double

cache bandwidth pressure since every memory access now needs

one additional L1 cache access. The L1 RCache is a first-in, first-out

(FIFO) queue and performs parallel tag lookups and data reads upon

its access. The L2 RCache is a 64-entry fully associative structure,

which can sufficiently cover all buffers in all evaluated benchmarks.

The L2 RCache is physically split into tag and data arrays, similar

to other cache structures.

We store virtual base addresses in RBT so that bounds checking

in a core can overlap with address translation. Otherwise, bounds

checking will be serialized with the address translation, lengthening

the critical path. We store 14-bit buffer IDs in the RCache tag array,

and each data array entry has the following fields:

◦ Base address (48-bit): the virtual base address of the buffer.

◦ Size (32-bit): the size of the buffer.

◦ Read-only (1-bit): to indicate if the buffer is read-only.

◦ Kernel ID (12-bit): the kernel ID.

When a sub-workgroup executes a memory instruction, BCU

performs bounds checking along with the LSU pipeline. We first

try to get bounds data from an RCache. The L2 RCache is large

enough to avoid any miss during kernel execution other than initial

misses. Even if the L2 RCache is not big enough for some cases,

GPU kernels access most memory regions with only a few memory

buffers. Hence, the TLB misses will occur much more frequently

than L2 RCache misses. For example, Figure 11 shows that one

buffer touches 1425 4KB pages on average in Rodinia suite [7], while

we estimate 6.6 pages on average for SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks.

Thus, the RCache miss latency will overlap with the TLB miss

latency. Initial L2 RCache misses will be serviced from RBT using

the physical address of RBT stored in the GPU core (ğ5.4) and a

buffer ID as an offset while conforming to the underlying memory

consistency and coherency models.

We can dramatically reduce the dynamic power consumption of

the L2 RCache with a much smaller L1 RCache. Figure 1 shows that

55.9% of benchmarks have fewer than five buffers. Also, the lock-

step execution model of the GPU improves the temporal locality of

bounds metadata accesses. If a sub-workgroup encounters a long-

latency instruction, such as branch and memory, the GPU core

switches to another sub-workgroup to hide latency. As a result, a

workgroup in the same GPU core tends to execute spatially adjacent
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Figure 12: BCU pipeline stages with one coalesced 128B re-

quest.

memory instructions. This execution model makes a small (4-entry)

L1 RCache effective.

L1 RCache hits entirely avoid the L2 RCache accesses. Upon an

L1 RCache miss, we access the L2 RCache tag array. After finding a

matching tag from the tag array, the corresponding bounds data

will be fetched in the next cycle and added to the L1 RCache. Note

that the RCaches will be flushed upon a kernel termination or a

context switch.

5.5.1 BCU Pipeline Stages. Figure 12 shows the combined LSU and

BCU pipeline stage diagram. When a sub-workgroup executes a

memory instruction, the instruction is sent to LSU. Virtual addresses

are generated by an address generation unit (AGU), and the address

coalescing unit (ACU) merges adjacent addresses into a small num-

ber of larger-sizememory transactions. Based on thememory access

pattern, one memory instruction from a sub-workgroup can gen-

erate a single coalesced transaction or multiple transactions. The

data TLB (D-TLB) and the L1 data cache (Dcache) tag are accessed

in parallel, and the Dcache line will be read out in the next cycle in

the case of D-TLB and Dcache tag hits.

The BCU pipeline comprises address gathering, RCache access,

and address range checking. The AGU sends the encrypted buffer

ID and the pointer type from a pointer to the BCU. Type 1 pointers

bypass bounds checking. For Type 2 pointers, the buffer ID is de-

crypted using the per-kernel encryption key in the BCU, and the L1

RCache will be accessed. An L1 RCache miss initiates an L2 RCache

access. Thus, an RCache access has one- (L1 hit) or three-cycle

(L2 hit) latency. The BCU performs bounds checking for Type 3

pointers without RCache accesses.

The address gathering pipeline computes theminimum andmax-

imum address pair for bounds checking from the addresses the ACU

sends. The BCU pipeline incurs one cycle penalty only if a mem-

ory instruction results in a single transaction that hits in Dcache

but misses in the L1 RCache, as shown in Figure 12. For all other

cases, bounds-checking latency will be hidden by the LSU pipeline

latency.

5.5.2 Handling Bounds-Checking Failure. When the BCU detects a

bounds-checking failure, i.e., illegal memory access, it can immedi-

ately raise a fault if a GPU supports a precise exception. Otherwise,

the BCU logs the error and returns zero for loads or drops stores

silently. Memory safety violations can be reported 1) at the end

of a kernel execution or 2) at runtime by signaling the host using
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Table 3: Area and power overhead by GPUShield.

Structure
# of

Entry

SRAM

(Byte)

Area

(mm
2)

Leakage

(𝜇W )

Dynamic

(mW )

Comparators - - 0.0064 17.51 20.41

L1 RCache 4 53.5a 0.0060 26.40 22.93

L2 RCache tag 64 112 0.0166 256.71 55.39

L2 RCache data 64 744 0.0568 499.13 104.63

Total - 909.5 0.0858 799.75 203.36

a4 entries × (14b ID + 48b base addr. + 32b size + 1b read only + 12b kernel ID)

Table 4: Security coverage by GPUShield.

Type Coverage

Host-allocated buffers Isolation guaranteed per each buffer

Local memory Isolation guaranteed between threads

Heap memory Isolation guaranteed between kernels

an SVM buffer that the CPU and GPU share before a GPU kernel

finishes its execution.

5.6 Hardware Overhead

To estimate the area and power overhead of GPUShield, we synthe-

size the additional comparator logic and caches using a Synopsys

design compiler [70] at the 1 GHz clock frequency. We implement

the comparator using Verilog and use SRAMmodels generated from

OpenRAM [18] for caches. We use 45nm FreePDK libraries [68]

for synthesis. Table 3 shows that GPUShield incurs only modest

hardware overhead. The total overhead across all GPU cores is

14.2KB and 21.3KB for Nvidia and Intel GPUs, respectively, based

on the configurations in Table 5.

5.7 Security Coverage

Table 4 summarizes the security coverage by GPUShield described

in Section 5.2.1. Most prior studies exploit memory buffers spec-

ified as kernel arguments, i.e., host-allocated buffers, to initiate

overflow attacks. For example, a recent work, the mind control

attack [61], demonstrates an attack scenario on the existing Deep

Neural Network (DNN) server system. It consists of three phases:

setup, search, and downgrade. During the setup phase, the attack

utilizes the buffer overflow by injecting amalicious payload through

kernel arguments, which causes memory overwrites in a global

memory buffer that contains a function pointer or return address.

Then, it hijacks the control flow, enabling ROP [65] to run arbitrary

code. Since we protect each host-allocated buffer, GPUShield pro-

hibits the initial setup phase, and further steps become unfeasible.

In this way, GPUShield can mitigate this type of attack.

However, the effectiveness of GPUShield can be limited against

more futuristic, sophisticated, fine-grained attacks. In our current

design, supporting fine-grained protection for dynamically allo-

cated buffers may impose additional performance overhead and

require extra hardware support. For example, having too many

buffers can cause RCache thrashing, incurring pipeline stalls and

memory bandwidth increase. Alternatively, the protection could be

extended 1) by replacing dynamic buffers with pre-allocated buffers,

which also improves performance while potentially consuming

more memory, or 2) by using software-based bounds checking. We

leave supporting fine-grained protection as future work.

6 DISCUSSIONS

6.1 RBT Attacks

The GPU driver allocates and updates per-kernel RBT in the GPU

memory upon kernel launch (ğ5.4). We prevent illicit RBT accesses

from different kernels by storing the physical address of RBT in

all cores that the kernel will run and making corresponding pages

inaccessible.

An attacker may try to manipulate a victim application’s point-

ers via a pointer-forging attack. As explained in Section 5.2.4, we

mitigate this attack by using a 14-bit random encrypted buffer ID

with a per-kernel encryption key. Reading an invalid RBT entry

leads to a fault, so brute-force attacks are not feasible considering

encryption entropy.

6.2 Concurrent GPU Kernel Executions

Recent GPU architectures allow multiple kernels to run concur-

rently on the same GPU [77]. GPUShield can be extended to support

multi-kernels in the following ways:

1) Inter-core sharing: Multiple kernels from the same GPU appli-

cation can simultaneously run on the same GPU by splitting cores,

i.e., one kernel on the first half of the cores and the other on the

other half. Since RBT is maintained per kernel, and a core is occu-

pied by one kernel, GPUShield can work as is without incurring

any performance overhead.

2) Intra-core sharing: Recent GPUs support fine-grained core

slicing, i.e., multiple kernels can share the same core. Although

per-kernel RBT is not affected, kernels will share the same L1 and

L2 RCaches in a core. Since RCaches already have a kernel ID field,

GPUShield will work without a problem. To mitigate potential

performance degradation due to the reduced effective RCache size,

we can double and partition RCaches, i.e., bank-level partitioning.

Kernels will access their partitions based on the warp scheduler

position [77].

3) Fine-grained context switching [73] will not affect the bounds-

checking capability of GPUShield. As explained in Section 5.5,

RCaches are flushed upon context switching or kernel termination.

If the TLB is also flushed, any RBT miss latency will be amortized

with TLB-miss latencies.

6.3 Number of Memory Buffers in GPU

The maximum number of buffers that GPUShield can protect is

bounded by the number of unused bits in virtual addresses. Al-

though typical GPU kernels have fewer than 20 buffers, as shown

in Figure 1, one could also argue that having multiple concurrently

running kernels, too many local variables, or future programming

models might increase the number of active buffers. Since bounds

metadata is maintained per kernel, having multiple kernels would

not cause this problem. The dynamic parallelism supported by de-

vice kernel invocation from a parent thread has a very strict rule

for memory usages in a kernel, so it would not increase the number

of active buffers. As also discussed in Section 5.2.1, the number of
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1 __kernel void kmeans_kernel_swap (...)

2 {

3 unsigned int tid = get_global_id (0);

4 if (tid < npoints) // SW bounds checking

5 for (int i = 0; i < nfeatures; i++)

6 feat_swap[i*npoints+tid] = feat[tid*nfeatures+i];

7 }

Figure 13: Software bounds checking in OpenCL kmeans.

Table 5: Configuration of the simulated system.

Nvidia-GPU Configuration

Core 16 SMs, 1.6 GHz, 1024 threads per SM,

256KB register files per SM

Private L1 Cache 16KB, 4-way, LRU

Private L1 TLB 64 entries per core, fully associative, LRU

Intel-GPU Configuration

Core 24 Cores, 1GHz, 7 HW threads per core,

integrated GPU model

Private L1 Cache 32KB, 4-way, LRU

Private L1 TLB 64 entries per core, fully associative, LRU

Memory Configuration

Shared L2 Cache 2MB total, 16-way, LRU

Shared L2 TLB 1024 entries total, 32-way associative, LRU

Memory 2KB row buffer, FRFCFS policy, 16 channels

local variables cannot be too high. A future programming model

that increases the number of kernel arguments would require more

significant hardware changes for various other changes. More im-

portantly, since the GPU driver is responsible for maintaining buffer

ID generation and RBT allocation, we could enhance the driver al-

gorithm to adapt to programming model changes. For example,

when the driver detects that the number of remaining buffer IDs

is running low, GPUShield can enforce two adjacent buffers to

share the same buffer ID and the merged bounds metadata. In sum,

GPUShield is capable of handling these cases.

6.4 Replacing Software Bounds Checking

Bounds-checking code is often placed in the program [20] to

prevent overflows. Bounds checking in If clauses is quite com-

mon, as shown in Figure 13 line 3. This If -statement is executed by

all workitems. We measure that the performance overhead could

be up to 76% from 1) increased instruction counts and 2) poten-

tial control-flow divergence if overflow exists, i.e., the number of

threads exceeds the buffer size. GPUShield can perform hardware-

based bounds checking instead of adding bounds-checking code

in a program. Note that we do not implement this optimization in

GPUShield and leave it as future work.

7 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

We use MacSim [33], a cycle-level microarchitecture simulator.

The simulator supports virtual memory. We evaluated both the

Nvidia and Intel GPU architectures. Table 5 shows the simulation

parameters used in evaluations. We used both CUDA and OpenCL

applications for simulations. For CUDA, among 88 benchmarks

from Rodinia [7], Parboil [69], GraphBig [49], and CUDA-SDK,

Table 6: Evaluated benchmarks (the italic font indicates the

RCache-sensitive benchmarks).

Domain (Abbr.) Benchmarks

Machine learning (ML) mm, convolution (ConvSep), kmeans, backprop

Linear Algebra (LA) sad, spmv, stencil, Scalarprod, vectoradd, dct,

Reduction

Graph-traversal (GT) between centrality (bc), bfs-dtc, graph coloring

(gc-dtc), sssp-dwc, lavaMD, gaussia, nn

Graph-iterative (GI) pagerank, kcore, traingle count

Phys. and modeling (PS) cutcp, tpacf, blacksholes, mersennetwister,

sorting, MergeSort

Image and media (IM) mri-q, sobolQRNG, Dct, DwtHarr, hotspot, lud,

LineOfSight, Dxtc, Histogram, HSOpticalFlow

Data mining (DM) streamcluster, nw

OpenCL backprop, bfs, Bitonicsort, GEMM, Image,

lavaMD, MedianFilter, cfd, MonteCarlo,

pathfinder, svm, hotspot, hotspot3D,

hybridsort, kmeans, nn, streamcluster

ML LA GT GI PS IM DM
Benchmark category
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Figure 14: Performance results per category (normalized to

the no bounds checking baseline). The legend shows the L1

and L2 RCache latencies, e.g., L1:1 L2:3 has 1- and 3-cycle

latency for the L1 and L2 RCaches, respectively.

we categorized benchmarks per domain, as shown in Table 6. We

collected OpenCL traces for Intel GPUs using GT-Pin [30].

8 RESULTS

8.1 Nvidia GPU Architecture Evaluations

Figure 14 shows the performance overhead of GPUShield compared

to the baseline (no bounds checking). We show per-category aver-

age performance results. In the default GPUShield configuration,

we use a 4-entry, 1-cycle L1 RCache and a 64-entry, 3-cycle L2

RCache. As explained in Section 5.5.1, we run into one cycle per-

formance penalty only upon an L1 RCache miss with the L1 data

cache hit. Even if we encounter pipeline bubbles introduced by

bounds checking, abundant thread-level parallelism (TLP) in GPUs

can tolerate the penalty to some degree. As a result, we observe that

benchmarks in all categories do not show performance degradation,

and most benchmarks exhibit close to 100% L1 RCache hit rate.

We measured the latency sensitivity of the L1 and L2 RCaches.

Most benchmarks do not show any performance degradation if the
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Figure 15: L1 RCache size sensitivity result.
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Figure 16: L1 RCache hit rate on Intel GPU evaluations.

L1 RCache latency is less than three cycles, which is one cycle less

than the LSU pipeline. We identify that streamcluster in the DM

category shows the worst performance degradation. Unlike other

benchmarks, it has a massive number of memory requests, which

mostly hit in the L1 Dcache, and adding one cycle pipeline bubble

degraded its performance significantly.

Figure 15 shows the L1 RCache hit rate of 17 RCache-sensitive

benchmarks as we increase the size from 1 to 16 entries. For most

benchmarks, 4-entry sufficiently covers all buffers, resulting in

close to a 100% hit rate, which is not surprising since GPU kernels

typically have a small number of buffers, as shown in Figure 1.

Furthermore, sub-workgroups in the same GPU core can exploit

strong temporal locality in the buffer accesses (see Section 5.5).

8.2 Intel GPU Architecture Evaluations

We also evaluated GPUShield on the Intel GPU architecture. Un-

like Nvidia GPUs, the Intel GPU architecture has fewer hardware

threads (7) but uses vectorization to sustain high throughput. Simi-

lar to the results on the Nvidia architecture in the previous section,

Figure 16 shows that most of the benchmarks show a near 100% hit

rate with a 4-entry L1 RCache, leading to negligible performance

degradation.

8.3 Benefits of Static Code Analysis

GPUShield incurs little performance overhead, but we can further

reduce it with static bounds checking. While static analysis costs

a few tens of milliseconds of compilation time, it can significantly

improve performance for applications whose dominant memory
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Figure 18: Multi-kernel execution results.

access patterns use a base address with thread ID or block ID index-

ing. Figure 17 shows the performance benefits on the Nvidia GPU

architecture when we apply compiler-based static bounds checking.

Note that we choose two configurations in which RCache latencies

are longer than the baseline because the baseline does not incur

performance degradation.

First, static bounds checking (+static in the legend) reduces the

performance overhead even with one cycle extra latency in the L1

RCache pipeline (L1:2). Second, we identify that applying static

bounds checking completely removes the necessity of runtime

bounds checking for some benchmarks with simple addressing.

However, graph benchmarksÐbc, bfs-dtc, gc-dtc, sssp-dwc, and

nwÐuse many indirect memory accesses, which limit the applicabil-

ity of static time analysis. This result affirms the need for dynamic

bounds checking even with the GPU’s distinct programming and

memory models.

8.4 Multi-kernel Execution Results

To see how GPUShield performs when we run multiple kernels

simultaneously on the same GPU, we run 21 combinations of two

benchmarks on the Intel GPU architecture. We test two modes

described in Section 6.2: 1) inter-core (one kernel runs on core 0

to 11, and the other runs on core 12-23) and 2) intra-core (kernels

can share any core). Figure 18 shows that the average performance

overhead of multi-kernel execution is under 0.3% for both cases.

When we run memory-intensive benchmarks, such as bfs, nn, and
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Figure 19: Software bounds-checking performance overhead

and bounds-checking reduction ratio by static analysis.

streamcluster, we could see 6.2% performance degradation (bfs

and nn in inter-core mode) over no bounds-checking case. We can

mitigate this performance loss using static bounds checking.

8.5 Performance Overhead of GPU Buffer
Overflow Detection Tools

Various overflow detection tools also exist. For example, Nvidia’s

CUDA-MEMCHECK [54] is a runtime memory error detector for

out-of-bounds andmisaligned accesses. clArmor [14] andGMOD [13]

are canary-based buffer overflow detectors.

Figure 19 shows the performance results of these tools across

Rodinia benchmarks [7]. CUDA-MEMCHECK, clArmor, and GMOD

incur 72.3×, 3.1×, and 1.5× overhead on average, respectively, while

GPUShield shows only a 0.8% slowdown. As expected, canary-based

mechanisms (GMOD and clArmor) perform better than CUDA-

MEMCHECK. streamcluster shows the highest overhead by both

CUDA-MEMCHECK and GMOD (224× and 109.2×, respectively).

This is because 1) it has a high percentage of load/store instruc-

tions (31.22%) that are instrumented for bounds checking by CUDA-

MEMCHECK, and 2) GMOD has a software structure that enforces

users to call constructor/destructor upon all kernel launches, which

incurs significant performance degradation when an application fre-

quently invokes a kernel, e.g., streamcluster conducts 1000 kernel

invocations.

The high performance overhead in software tools is due to 1)

just-in-time (JIT) binary instrumentation, 2) extra instrumented

instructions, 3) extra load instructions for bounds metadata, and

4) software-based bounds-checking operations. NVBit [72], which

takes a similar approach to CUDA-MEMCHECK, shows up to 20%

overhead from JIT binary instrumentation and 112× for running

instrumented binary for memory profiling. Compile-time binary

instrumentation would reduce the performance overhead, but the

overhead will still be much higher than CPU because additional

register usage and increased memory footprint may reduce GPU

occupancy, i.e., less throughput.

Static analysis used in GPUShield can be applied to these soft-

ware schemes to alleviate the performance overhead. For exam-

ple, we expect the performance of bfs, lud, and streamcluster to

significantly improve with this optimization thanks to the high

runtime bounds checking reduction rate (53.3%, 100%, and 49.4%,

respectively). However, not all benchmarks can benefit from this

optimization. For example, graph applications have many indirect

memory accesses, which solely rely on runtime bounds checking.

GPUShield would still outperform software tools with static bounds

checking optimization thanks to efficient hardware-based bounds

checking.

9 CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed GPUShield, which is the first hardware-based

GPU bounds-checkingmechanism to provide spatial memory safety.

We first compared addressing methods by various GPUs. We also

demonstrated that out-of-bounds writes can be easily done on

Nvidia CUDA SVM. Thanks to GPU’s unique programming and

execution models, GPUShield can implement an efficient region-

based bounds-checking mechanism. Our evaluations showed that

GPUShield incurs negligible performance overhead. We also de-

scribed how compiler-based static bounds checking can be per-

formed to reduce unnecessary runtime bounds checking. With

increasingly complex GPU applications introduced by the wide

adoption of GPUs, we believe in the value of our proposed mecha-

nism for secure GPU computing.
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